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Trade-off

List of works (clockwise from left):

A ‘trade-off’ is a process of balancing two desirable but opposing forces. It
is an acknowledgement and agreement to both loss and gain.
There are three collaborative processes presented in Trade-Off: a suite of
sculptures, two paintings and a textual response.
The sculptures are the repurposing of a collection of trophies that were
donated by Dani’s partner, Thomas McCammon, a childhood tennis
champion. Through an accumulative process of hand moulding air-dry
clay, stickering and bejewelling, these trophies are transformed into
amorphous forms.
The paintings presented have been developed in collaboration with Tom’s
mum, Darrel West. For one-year Dani and Darrel worked together to
produce a series of paintings that merge their two distinctive styles, from
which these two works were selected. These paintings are a layering of
familial responsibility and affinities, of agency and desire, becoming the
nexus for a new intimacy to emerge, but an intimacy suffused by the risk
of working together.
The final element of Trade-off is a text written by Tom. Tom writes: ‘a nut
of space, clears its throat for a new situation.’ The opacity of this poetic
text blurs the distinction between the exhibited objects and Tom and
Dani’s relationship. This ‘nut of space’ is a precious, textured intimacy
that unfolds in front of us.

Dani Reynolds is an artist currently working on Kaurna land/
Adelaide. They graduated with a BFA (first class Honours) from
Victoria College of the Arts in 2016. Working at the intersection
of absurdity and sincerity, Reynolds has a creative process that
utilises ‘not knowing’ and failure as desirable states from which to
develop new work. Experimentation, collaboration and humour are
key in the development of paintings, sculpture, performance and
moving images. Reynolds is a 2022 ACE Open studio resident and a
recipient of the Artistes en Résidence 100-days research residency
in Clermont-Ferrand (France), commencing December 2022.

KINGS gallery program is generously supported by Creative Victoria
through the Creative Infrastructure Support Program.

Dani Reynolds, Trade-off Sculptures, 2021.
Trophies, air-dry clay, paper clay, salt
dough, wax, acrylic paint, dimensional
paint, varnish, stickers, tennis ball, iron
paste, Swarovski crystals, plastic pearls,
gold leaf, aluminium plinths, dimensions
variable.
Dani Reynolds and Darrel West, Ignite Your
Bones, 2021. Oil paint and wax on framed
board, 90.96 × 50.80cm.
Thomas McCammon, The Rift, 2022.
A4 text document, aluminium shelf,
32 × 23cm.
Dani Reynolds and Darrel West, In or Out,
2021. Oil paint and wax on framed board,
90.96 × 50.80cm.

